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LF = Left Forward               CF = Center Forward RF = Right Forward
LB = Left Back                    CB = Center Back              RB = Right Back

DEFENSE

LF

Blocker

CF

Blocker

LF sets the block with left hand
in front of ball and blocks against

the down line hit, CF joins the block
and blocks against cross court hit

LB covers dinks
position is 5-6’ behind
blockers with left foot

on side line

CB covers down line hit
position is between the

blockers near the rear line

RB covers cross court hit
position is outside of CF blocker’s

hands

RF covers balls hit off
the block which travel

along the net

Hitter Setter

CF sets the ball to RF
and immediately crouches to

dig balls that are rejected
off the block

4-2 OFFENSE

RB & CB move up to join CF and form a
square surrounding the hitter
to dig balls that are rejected

off the block
LB & LF play doubles

covering the extreme rear
and open side court, looking

for balls that go deep off the block

NET
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LF = Left Forward               CF = Center Forward RF = Right Forward
LB = Left Back                    CB = Center Back              RB = Right Back

Setter

4-2 Basic Serve Receive

Note: Setter is coming from the center
Position in the front row

NET

RECEIVING TEAM

SERVING TEAM
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CB

LB

RF CF

LF

LF = Left Forward               CF = Center Forward RF = Right Forward
LB = Left Back                    CB = Center Back              RB = Right Back

Setter

4-2 Basic Serve Receive with switching in front row

Receiving Team Note: 
1) If setter is coming from the left forward position in the front row;

center forward moves to serve receive in place of the left forward;
setter moves to the center position at the net after ball is contacted
for serve

2)The mirror image occurs if the setter is coming from the right forward
position; then the center forward moves to serve receive in place of the
right forward and the right forward will move to the center position at net 
after ball is contacted for serve 
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